Compression & Password Protection

► Do you need to email documents as color, text-searchable PDF attachments with

password protection?
► Are your customers asking you to send documents electronically?
► Would you like to reduce your mailing costs?
► Would you like to email documents to your customers directly from your iSeries

(AS/400) machine? (e.g., Purchase Orders, Invoices, Statements, Expense Reports, etc.)
Now you can... with EZeMail/400 solution! EZeMail/400 enables you to email any iSeries (AS/400) form or document... directly from
your iSeries (AS/400) machine!
EZeMail/400 also enables you to edit, send, receive, display, print and track your email on any iSeries (AS/400) terminal or
connected PC... through any mail server... over any network. Reaching out has never been so EZ!

EXAMPLE: Several of your customers have requested that you email all monthly invoices to them.
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Each month, when you need to run
an invoice report, you access your
Accounting System database, on
your iSeries (AS/400) machine, then
your iSeries (AS/400) machine
converts each invoice into a spool file.
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EZeMail/400 automatically converts
the spool file on your iSeries (AS/400)
machine into a viewable PDF
document for you.

You can now email your invoices, or
any iSeries (AS/400) document, to
your customers... directly from your
iSeries (AS/400).

ACOM’s EZeMAIL/400 - Compression & Password Protection

Benefits of Sending eMail Versus Mail:
■ Secure electronic file format... compress and password protect.
■ Reduce mailing costs... no postage, envelopes, or mailing labels
required.
■ Reduce labor costs... much faster to email than print, stuff & stamp.
■ Meet customer needs... many companies prefer to receive
documents electronically.

EZeMail/400 Solution Interfacing:
■ When interfaced with ACOM's EZeDocs/400 eForms Solution,
EZeMail/400 can convert all your EZeDocs/400 electronic forms
into PDF documents, and you can email these important
documents to your customers or partners! (EZeDocs/400 eForms
allows you to print all forms to a laser printer, using blank paper, or
to distribute multiple copies to multiple printers, all from your
iSeries or AS/400 machine - see ACOM's EZeDocs/400 eForms
Solution datasheet for more information.)

EZeMail/400 Details:
■ EZeMail/400 can exchange email through any network mail server
available to your iSeries (AS/400) (including Exchange Servers and
Notes/Domino Servers), using a standard PC modem.
■ The software comes complete with a text editor for creating,
editing, and viewing email messages on any iSeries (AS/400)
terminal. It has a spell checker for 7 different languages. It also
contains a phonebook for saving and retrieving email addresses
and address lists.
■ EZeMail/400 is compliant with SMTP/MIME and POP3, which
allows multiple attachments to be sent and received with your
messages. Any iSeries (AS/400) objects, including physical files,
source files, spool files, and save files, can be prepared as
attachments and exchanged with anyone on the Internet. PC-type
objects can also be sent and received, through the iSeries (AS/400)
Shared Folders.
■ Mailboxes for each user or for groups of users may be created by
an administrator. Inbound mail is automatically routed to the
appropriate mailbox using routing tables. A mailbox titled
POSTMASTER is given all mail that cannot be routed properly. The
Postmaster can view and route them appropriately.
■ Users can copy or route their messages to other mailboxes or to
categories they set up within their own mailbox. Messages can be
marked as personal (which are completely private) or confidential
(which will only allow security administrators to access them).
■ EZeMail/400 utilizes the power of the iSeries (AS/400) database to
build a set of index cards that instantly sorts itself in a thousand
different ways. You can use it to keep track of a wide variety of
information, including email addresses.
■ It can be used to keep track of company and contact names,
phone numbers, sales information, or anything to which you
would like to have quick access.

■ EZeMail/400 works by entering information on cards, with up to a
thousand lines per card, a million cards per file, and an unlimited
number of files. EZeMail/400 can store rigidly structured data, or
free-form information such as notes and comments, both on the
same cards. You can organize any data the way you want it, on the
fly, without any programming.

Leverage your EZeMail/400 with WebView
■ View logs of emails sent from ACOM’s EZeMail/400 in a flexible,
sortable, graphical environment. This browser-based dashboard
enables fast and easy access, allowing you to view and manage
the email messages that were sent, avoiding the need for
green-screen interaction. From the logs, confirm that documents
have actually been sent; redirect them in one format, such as
email, to the other such as fax; and reroute them along with
attachments right from the dashboard. It’s intuitive, effortless and
has flexibility that just isn’t available on the green screen.

More ACOM Solutions for iSeries (AS/400)
Environments:
■ EZFax/400 Fax Module
■ EZPDF/400 PDF Module
■ EZContentManager
■ EZeDocs/400 eLabels Module
■ EZDesigner/400 Module - for designing electronic forms, checks
and labels
■ EZPayManager/400 Laser Check-Printing Solution
■ EZPayManager/400 Select Access Security
■ EZPayManager/400 Payment Notification
■ EZPayManager/400 ACH Module - for sending electronic
payments, such as direct deposit payroll, AP payments, etc.
■ EZPayManager/400 Check Fraud Alert Module - for sending
Positive Pay files to your bank(s)
■ EZConnect - for EDI & XML data translation, data management &
complete partner communications
■ EZWebForms - for transporting documents between trading
partners, using the Internet and Web technology

Want to know more?
Contact ACOM today to learn how you can fully tap the potential of
this dynamic technology.

■ Phone: (800) 603-6768
■ Email: info400@acom.com
■ View an online self-guided demo:
www.acom.com/iseries/demo_room400.html
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